Dollars and Dice

Think you can out-count your opponent? Roll the dice and be the first player to reach exactly one dollar!

Age Range: 10+

Materials: One die and coins

Steps:

1. Place a pile of coins of various denominations in the center of the playing area.
2. Determine order of die roll: youngest – oldest.
3. Player rolls the die and picks up coins based upon the number rolled.
   The numbers on the die correlate to the coin values as follows:
   - 1—penny
   - 2—nickel
   - 3—dime
   - 4—quarter
   - 5—any coin (wild card)
   - 6—lose a turn
4. If taking a coin would put the player over a dollar, the player loses the turn.
5. The first player to reach exactly one dollar wins.

Note: After a few rounds, mix it up and change the winning amounts: $1.75, $2.11, etc.

Post a picture from during the activity to your social media account, using #getcoinmoving

The economy needs you! After doing this activity, make sure your family gets their coins back into circulation!